How Do You Relate To Your World?

*(Using the functions that bring you joy, what do you most love relating to?)*

Rowena Pattee Kryder, Ph. D.

**C-create codes**: Those whose soul purpose is to create codes may relate to their cells. One of the main functions of cells is to create codes by means of the DNA in the nucleus. Cells have all the other functions as well. If you tend to be a designer, programmer or theorist you are operating like the DNA or chromosomes in the nucleus of a cell. This important job cannot have wobbly operators. You need to be clear and make clear programs for particular purposes. What if DNA made ear tissue in the liver, or heart tissue in the brain?

**Db-maintain substance**: Those whose soul purpose is to maintain substance may relate to planets. One of the main functions of planets is to build up mass, to hold its matter. Gravity is important here. If you like to build or behold monumental buildings, like the pyramids, or enjoy giant cities and massive buildings, it may be because they relate to specific functions of the planet. Megaliths and many ancient monumental buildings were located in places where mass of specific geometry was needed for maintaining the substance of the planet. Mountains serve a similar purpose and conservationists and mountain climbers relate here. There is greater pressure under mountains and pyramids than in valleys—especially if the stone is dense and/or magnetic.

**D-transform connection**: Those whose soul purpose is to transform connections may relate to cultures in general or have an interest in crosscultural vantages. One of the main functions of cultures is communications—whether through writing, radio, TV or speaking. Communication transforms the connections between people in a given culture. Propaganda, advertising, government as well as education, distribution, and trade, are all part of this important aspect of culture distributing information. If you tend to be a cultural critic, a rebel or conflict mediator or communicator of any kind, you are operating in culture as transforming connection.

**Eb-create flow**: Those whose soul purpose is to create flow may relate to galaxies as generators of energy. Galaxies are giant energy generators—especially those that spin and spiral, for new stars are born through this rotating motion. If you like to spin or are interested in energy generation of any kind, you have an affinity with galaxies. If you tend to generate flow of energy, either with people (as a facilitator, shaman or ritualist) or with natural energy resource—water especially—then you are an artist that creates flow like galaxies.

**E-maintain codes**: Those whose soul purpose is to maintain codes may relate to the stars and light in general. Light frequencies are codes that are maintained throughout the universe through the radiance of stars. Nuclear burning and light radiation are the way stars maintain the codes of the universe. If you love light, color, are interested in the frequencies of atomic spectra, are a musician, interested in the qualities of different tones—harmonics, you have an affinity with stars. Study x-rays, brain waves, sound and color and have a mind and heart for unique applications of color and sound in hospitals and homes, then learn more about and apply this soul purpose.

**F-transform substance**: Those whose soul purpose is to transform substance may relate to Ecology in general. Ecology is a way of understanding the foodchain essentially. It reveals the cooperative and competitive relations of living systems with the elements and time. The food chain is a kind of planetary digestive system. If you are interested in nutrition, diet or perhaps chemistry and pharmacy, you may relate to this soul purpose. But magicians, jewellers, and integrators of all kinds may be other expressions of transforming substance. The role of the human predator in the food chain is a major concern for this soul purpose.
**F#-create connection:** Those whose soul purpose is to create connection may especially relate to plants—which create a connection between light (through photosynthesis) and gravity/darkness (through soil) by means of roots, a vertical stem and leaves. People whose soul purpose is to create connection are often interested in balance, uprightness and mediation. You might be a diplomat, educator or lawyer. Such people may be unassuming but want justice. If you love to create connections, especially between opposites or complements, you are a bridge-maker. Creating connections interests inventors as well.

**G-maintain flow:** those whose soul purpose is to maintain flow may relate to animals—the innocence, beauty and lively movement. The wave motion is here, so interest in all kinds of waves may be part of it. If you want to be a healer, facilitator, or enjoy public relations then your function may be maintaining flow. Do you like to keep energy flowing through all systems, relationships? Animals do this, for through their bodies, energy is flowing and during courtship “dances” animals are at their peak of energy flow. The sexual act is a rhythmic pump to maintain the flow of energy current through the species. This also relates to interest in conductivity and electrical current. So-called “animal magnetism” is also an essential ingredient. Healing is essentially maintaining the flow of energy through the body.

**Ab-transform codes:** Those whose soul purpose is to transform codes may mostly relate to human beings whose greater purpose is to transform all the codes we receive through the spiritual soul. The main human function is to love and to acknowledge all beings as they are. Of course we have all the other functions, but love is the key. If you tend to want to meditate, pray, help people out of compassion or have an interest in depth psychology, your path is that of love and activation of the spiritual soul. This soul purpose, like all the transformers, involves a degree of sacrifice of the “lower” for the “higher” and a recognition of the love for Prime Source and all of creation.

**A-create substance:** Those whose soul purpose is to create substance may be interested in atoms and molecules—physics and chemistry. You may also tend to like to create substance as sculptors and jewellers do. In any case, you love to manifest things tangibly, not just in theory. You may find yourself asking what holds substances together. A physicist would call it the strong nuclear force—a mysterious force that magicians must work with and master, if they are actually to create substance. Chemistry is a key function here as it works with atoms and molecules held together by the strong nuclear force. A question for you might be: “How can I create substance by rearranging atoms?”

**Bb-maintain connection:** Those whose soul purpose is to maintain connection may find themselves interested in geometry, crystals, grids, and lattices. If you tend to find joy in angles, the Platonic forms, or crystals you soul purpose may lie in maintaining connection. These people love mathematics and all the connections between numbers. You may also love pattern designs, as found in all cultures, or perhaps higher dimensional forms, such as hypernumbers. You may also tend to be an engineer or systems manager or educator in ways of using systems, sets or matrices. Maintenance of connection may also be keeping up communication with people, mailing lists and filing systems.

**B-transform flow:** Those whose soul purpose is to transform flow are likely to be rebels, poets, hippies or wanderers of some sort. If you feel this calling, you likely don’t want to go with the status quo of society at all. You may be unpredictable and uncontrollable to family, teachers or even friends. The only professions you might wander into (and out of) are quantum physics or depth psychology or perhaps chaos theory, poetry, wild art or anything considered weird or mad by society. This calling is not in order to shock or be weird, but just happens to appear that way to society at large. The level of reality related is the mysterious subatomic realm, which extends into higher dimensions, but does not appear to relate to ordinary three dimensional reality. Such
people are innovative in unpredictable ways, which may provide breakthroughs for those who follow.

Creating codes takes focus, design and planning
Maintaining substance takes building up and protecting
Transforming connection takes choices, branching
Creating flow takes generating energy
Maintaining codes takes radiance and broadcasting
Transforming substance takes feedback and evaluation
Creating connection takes alignment, bridging
Maintaining flow takes transmission, movement, continuity
Transforming codes takes love and seeing patterns within patterns
Creating substance takes concentric accretion
Maintaining connection takes networking and seeing relations
Transforming flow takes unpredictable surprises